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The lawn opens at 5:00pm for blankets and picnicking.

Chairs and plastic tarps are not permitted on the lawn, but you may use a Bryant Park chair on the gravel.

All event attendees are invited to bring food and drink. Food and beverage are also available for purchase from vendors in the park.

The bathroom is located at the northeast corner of the park.

No smoking/vaping of any kind within the park.

No open containers outside lawn and gravel areas.
Welcome! This is the 30th year of movies in Bryant Park, and we couldn’t be more excited to have you join us.

We’ve always felt that there is nothing quite like the magic of watching a film on “the big screen” in Bryant Park with thousands of new friends. And, on this momentous occasion of the 30th summer of this iconic series, we thought it was time to highlight friendships.

The themes in this summer’s movies run deep for all of us – whether you have been the new kid in town or the oddball struggling to find their way, you have found yourself lost (in space), or maybe just down in the dumps – it’s our friends that get us through it all, and they are everything.

This summer and always, you CAN sit with us! So, grab a blanket and your friends – or make some new ones tonight – and enjoy the show!

Your Friends at Bryant Park
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ParamountPlusMovieNights.com

NO PURCHASE OR WIRELESS DEVICE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.
A purchase will not increase your chances of winning. Open to legal residents of United States who reside or plan to be in the tri-state area to attend the Paramount+ Movie nights event at Bryant Park on Monday nights (schedule outlined below), who are 18 years of age or older at date of entry into a Sweepstakes. Void where prohibited by law. If you are accessing this Sweepstakes via your wireless device, data rates may apply.
See Official Rules for details at ParamountPlusMovieNights.com
New York

VULTURE

Proud to celebrate our collaboration with Movie Nights at Bryant Park

Subscribe now

nymag.com/bryantpark
Set in 1973, Almost Famous recounts the funny and often passionate coming of age of 15-year-old William, an unabashed music fan who is inspired by the seminal bands of the time. When his love of music lands him an assignment from Rolling Stone magazine to interview the up-and-coming band Stillwater—fronted by lead guitar Russell Hammond and lead singer Jeff Bebe—William goes on an eye-opening journey with the band's tour, despite the objections of his protective mother.

Deena (Beyoncé Knowles), Effie (Jennifer Hudson) and Lorrell (Anika Noni Rose) form a music trio called the Dreamettes. When motivated manager Curtis Taylor Jr. (Jamie Foxx) spots the act at a talent show, he offers the chance of a lifetime, to be backup singers for a national star (Eddie Murphy). Taylor takes creative control of the group and eventually pushes the singers into the limelight. However, one becomes the star, pushing another out, which teaches them about the high cost of fame.
Teenage Cady Heron (Lindsay Lohan) was educated in Africa by her scientist parents. When her family moves to the suburbs of Illinois, Cady finally gets to experience public school and gets a quick introduction on the cruel, tacit laws of popularity that divide her fellow students into tightly knit cliques. She innocently finds herself in the good graces of an elite group of cool students dubbed “the Plastics,” but Cady soon realizes how her shallow group of new friends earned this nickname.

Exceedingly enthusiastic guitarist Dewey Finn (Jack Black) gets thrown out of his bar band and finds himself in desperate need of work. Pretending as a substitute music teacher at an elite private elementary school, he exposes his students to the hard rock gods he idolizes and emulates—much to the dread of the uptight principal (Joan Cusack). As he gets his privileged and precocious charges in touch with their inner rock ‘n’ roll animals, he imagines redemption at a local Battle of the Bands.
Overwhelmed by her stifling schedule, touring European princess Ann (Audrey Hepburn) takes off for a night while in Rome. When a sedative she took from her doctor kicks in, however, she falls asleep on a park bench and is discovered by an American reporter, Joe Bradley (Gregory Peck), who takes her back to his apartment for safety. At work the next morning, Joe finds out Ann’s regal identity and bets his editor he can get an exclusive interview with her, but romance soon gets in the way.

After college, Lelaina (Winona Ryder) films a documentary about herself and friends as they stumble in their attempts to forge relationships and begin careers. Vickie (Janeane Garofalo) works retail, has a continuous string of one-night stands, and awaits the results of her HIV test. Sammy (Steve Zahn) tries to come out to his parents. Lelaina gets involved with yuppie Michael (Ben Stiller) while maintaining a love-hate relationship with Troy (Ethan Hawke), who’s undergoing an existential crisis.
THE LINEUP

JULY 24

STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK
(1984) STARRING WILLIAM SHATNER, DIRECTED BY LEONARD NIMOY

Adm. James T. Kirk (William Shatner) has crushed his archenemy but at great cost. His friend Spock has apparently been killed, the USS Enterprise is being scrapped, and starship physician Dr. Leonard “Bones” McCoy (DeForest Kelley) has taken ill. McCoy’s odd behavior is evidence he’s harboring Spock’s katra, or animating spirit, and Kirk seeks to take the Enterprise back to the Genesis Planet and find his friend. Rebuffed, Kirk takes dramatic action that results in war with deadly Klingons.

JULY 31

SWINGERS
(1996) STARRING VINCE VAUGHN, DIRECTED BY DOUG LIMAN

A transplanted New Yorker attempting to acclimate to Los Angeles, Mike Peters (Jon Favreau) is struggling to both boost his comedy career and get over his last relationship. A self-proclaimed master of seduction, Mike’s buddy, Trent Walker (Vince Vaughn), tries to show him how to make connections and get the attention of women. Slowly moving toward regaining his confidence, Mike meets the gorgeous and down-to-earth Lorraine (Heather Graham), sparking a welcome new romance.
Renegade cop Jack Cates (Nick Nolte) pulls bank robber Reggie Hammond (Eddie Murphy) from a federal prison on a 48-hour leave to help him capture Hammond's old partner, Albert Ganz (James Remar). Having escaped from a prison work crew, Ganz is on a killing spree around San Francisco, on the trail of half a million dollars that went missing after one of his robberies. The cocky Reggie knows where the money is, but spars with the hotheaded Jack as he enjoys his temporary freedom.

Propelled to the top of the fashion world by a photogenic gaze he calls “Blue Steel,” dimwitted male model Derek Zoolander (Ben Stiller) thinks he’s got a fourth consecutive win as Male Model of the Year in the bag. But, when his rival, Hansel (Owen Wilson), unexpectedly takes the crown, Derek is crushed. He becomes easy prey for fashion designer Jacobim Mugatu (Will Ferrell), who signs Derek to star in his “Derelict” fashion show, then brainwashes him to kill Malaysia’s prime minister.
When Mondo Burger sets up across the street, devious Dexter and burger-obsessed Ed realize they need to fight to keep their fast food joint existing. Their new secret sauce might be the answer, but not if Mondo can grab it.

**BONUS MOVIE**

**GOOD BURGER**

(1997) STARRING KEL MITCHELL, DIRECTED BY BRIAN ROBBINS

“STRAWBERRY JACUZZI!”

When Mondo Burger sets up across the street, devious Dexter and burger-obsessed Ed realize they need to fight to keep their fast food joint existing. Their new secret sauce might be the answer, but not if Mondo can grab it.
BRYANT PARK PICNIC PERFORMANCES
Presented by BANK OF AMERICA

LIVE MUSIC, THEATER, AND DANCE
26 EVENINGS ON THE LAWN

June 1 to September 14
bryantpark.org/picnics
BRYANT PARK YOGA

Presented by essential COSTA RICA

May 31 - September 27
Tuesdays 10am | Wednesdays 6pm
More info at bryantpark.org

Supported by Lifeway, POPSUGAR, MI RAVAL berkshires

Photo: Angela Chiang
Visit the **BRYANT PARK SHOP**

shop.bryantpark.org

Bring home a piece of your favorite park. Purchase online or at select events. All proceeds support the park.
Experience
HIGH-PRESSURE BREWED COFFEE

Discover the L’OR BARISTA coffee & espresso system
Shop lorcoffee.com
**EASY ADMISSION**

Movie Nights is a free, non-ticketed, “first-come, first-served” event that is open to the public.

**DATES**

Bryant Park Movie Nights takes place on 10 Monday evenings from June 12-August 14, plus a bonus feature on August 21.

**TIME**

The lawn opens at 5pm for blankets and picnicking. Each movie begins at 8pm.

We recommend arriving early to picnic and enjoy the surroundings with friends while waiting for the movie to begin.

**BLANKETS**

Bring a blanket for the most comfortable Movie Nights experience. Please note that plastic ground coverings, including tarps, and plastic-lined blankets, are not permitted on the lawn.

**LEAVE BEHIND**

In addition to plastic tarps, outside chairs are not permitted on the lawn, but guests may use a Bryant Park chair on the gravel. Dogs are permitted on the gravel.

**DEAF & HARD OF HEARING GUESTS**

Every film is captioned at the bottom of the screen.
WEATHER POLICY
We rarely cancel events, but if weather is severe and conditions are not safe, the event will be cancelled. If weather is wet but not unsafe, the lawn may be closed and audience may sit on the gravel. Please check out our website (bryantpark.org) and social platforms (@bryantparknyc) for updates.

SECURITY
Security is on site. For the safety of all Movie Nights attendees, all bags, briefcases, backpacks, etc. will be inspected before entering the lawn area (the lawn and surrounding gravel).

OUR STAFF
You can find out friendly staff in green shirts. If you have questions or concerns, we encourage you to speak with us.
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JUN 12  ALMOST FAMOUS
JUN 19  DREAMGIRLS
JUN 26  MEAN GIRLS
JUL  3   SCHOOL OF ROCK
JUL 10  ROMAN HOLIDAY
JUL 17  REALITY BITES
JUL 24  STAR TREK III: THE SEARCH FOR SPOCK
JUL 31  SWINGERS
AUG  7  48 HRS.
AUG 14  ZOOLANDER
AUG 21  BONUS MOVIE

GOOD BURGER

LAWN OPENS AT 5PM
MOVIES START AT 8PM

VULTURE  BRYANT PARK  bryantpark.org